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COURSE DESCRIPTION 

The course “Global governance and international organizations” aims to introduce students 
to global governance as an expression of sets of international rules that govern the 
functioning of international relations. These rules derive mostly from global organizations, 
such as the United Nations, the G20, the International Monetary Fund, etc. Therefore, 
students will take a deeper look into political, financial, economic, and commercial factors, 
determine the impact of actions by certain persons, institutions, or markets. 

OBJECTIVES 

By the end of this course, you will be able to: 

1. Understand the rules and the crisis prevention mechanisms that the world has given 
itself to achieve greater stability in international relations and the global economy 

2. understand the contribution of global governance policies to the development of less 
developed countries, the prevention of climate change, and the attainment of other 
goals of the global agenda 

LEARNING METHODS 

You will study with CLANED, a leading distance learning platform developed in Finland, 
Europe. In CLANED, you will enter a virtual classroom and learn with the aid of articles, online 
presentations, video presentations, interactive workshops, and project work. In addition to 
that, you will engage in interactive quizzes and assignments.  

ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION 

Throughout the student journey in the distance learning study course, students will 
encounter weekly quizzes and assignments. In addition to that, they will face midterm exams 
after the first six sessions, and the final exam after the last online class has been completed. 
To complete a distance learning course, students must pass all quizzes and exams as 
students must pass examinations to unlock the following study contents.  

The assessment and evaluation in each distance learning course include detailed 
performance analytics and grades, given in %. In addition, each student will receive 
certification about study behavior analytics, including weekly study times, information about 
the study frequency, measured attendance, and total accumulated study time. 

LECTURERS 

TBA 

 



 

LECTURE TOPICS*(tentative) 

Class Topics 

1. Introduction to global governance and international organizations 

2. The emergence of global governance 

3. International law 

4. Theories of international governance 

5. Governing humanity 

6. Who governs the world? 

7. Middle Exam 

8. United Nations 

9. The role of the UN 

10. International Monetary Fund and credit rating agencies 

11. NGO’s 

12. Criminal networks 

13. Military  

14. Final Exam 
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